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The rheological properties of highly concentrated suspensions of hard sphere particles are studied with

particular reference to the rheological response of shear induced crystals. Using practically

monodisperse hard spheres, we prepare shear induced crystals under oscillatory shear and examine

their linear and non-linear mechanical responses in comparison with their glassy counterparts at the

same volume fraction. It is evident, that shear induced crystallization causes a significant drop in the

elastic and viscous moduli due to structural rearrangements that ease flow. For the same reason the

critical (peak of G00) and crossover (overlap of G0 and G00) strain are smaller in the crystal compared to

the glass at the same volume fraction. However, when the distance from the maximum packing in each

state is taken into account the elastic modulus of the crystal is found to be larger than the glass at the

same free volume, suggesting a strengthened material due to long range order. Finally, shear induced

crystals counter-intuitively exhibit similar rheological ageing to the glass (with a logarithmic increase of

G0), indicating that the shear induced structure is not at thermodynamic equilibrium.
Introduction

A large part of the interest in model colloidal systems such as

hard spheres comes from their similarities to atomic systems,

their ease of manipulation and the availability of experimental

techniques that are able to probe them. Over the past few years,

there has been a great amount of interest in shear induced

ordering of colloidal suspensions.1–3 Added to the general

interest surrounding colloids, flow-induced ordering in colloidal

systems has an added technological interest for the production of

nanostructured materials for photonic,4 phononic,5 optofluidic6

and other applications.7

When left at rest, hard spheres exhibit a liquid phase at volume

fractions below 0.494, a liquid–crystal coexistence phase at

0.494–0.545, and fully crystalline structure up to 0.58 where

a kinetically frustrated glass state sets in.8 The crystal structures

to which hard spheres assemble when left at rest are a mixture of

face-centred cubic (fcc) and hexagonally close packed (hcp)

regions that are randomly orientated9 which may age with time

into a pure fcc crystal.10,11 The glass is a physically arrested state

where each particle is trapped in a cage formed by its neigh-

bours.8,12 In this metastable state, the system is far from the

energetically preferred crystal structure and slowly explores the

energetic landscape finding new minima with time,13,14 a process

that is manifested as ageing with a characteristic slowing down of

the dynamics with waiting time.15 Linear viscoelastic measure-

ments in soft matter systems such as charged spheres16 reveal

logarithmic or more complicated17 ageing, while others such as
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Laponites show exponential ageing.18,19 In contrast, there seem

to be no previous studies of the rheological ageing of hard sphere

glasses and colloidal crystals.

Beyond the simplest system of hard spheres, shear induced

ordering has been witnessed in a variety of systems such as

charged colloids20,21 and microgels.22,23 Experimental techniques

utilized to probe these systems include light,22,24 X-rays20,25 and

neutron scattering23 coupled with rheology, while the viscoelastic

properties of ordered charged colloids has been studied signifi-

cantly.20,21,26,27 Furthermore, simulations of colloidal crystalli-

zation have been performed for liquid28,29 and glassy systems.30

The review by Vermant and Solomon31 summarizes and gives an

overview of the more important work.

More specific to this work, there have been direct observations

of shear induced crystallization of hard spheres using micros-

copy3,32 and light scattering experiments.1,33 Concentrated hard

sphere systems crystallize under oscillatory shear with a large

enough strain amplitude; in the liquid phase the crystal dissolves

fully after cessation of shear whereas in the glassy state, shear

induced crystals are stable when the shear is turned off.33 With

respect to ageing, glassy colloids are expected to exhibit three

types of response: (a) very low strains in the linear regime do not

perturb the internal mechanics and do not change the way the

sample ages at rest, (b) mid range strains above the linear regime

may induce over-ageing and (c) high strains are able to slow

down ageing (under-ageing) or even cause complete rejuvena-

tion. This behaviour has been detected in glassy systems of

charged spheres34 and predicted by molecular simulations.14

Although over-ageing is not always observed,35 it is widely

acceptable that high strains prevent ageing. However, it should

also be kept in mind that whether high shear is able to literally

rejuvenate a glassy material is also under debate.36

Even though this subject has been examined for many years,

a complete study of the rheology of the shear induced crystal
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008
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Fig. 1 Dynamic strain sweeps of low volume fraction hard sphere

glasses (with R¼ 267 nm) in cis-decalin at a frequency of 10 rad s�1: (a) 4

¼ 0.610, (b) 4¼ 0.619. G0 is represented by solid symbols and G00 by open

ones. Three runs are shown: upward strain sweep in a glass sample (black

symbols), downward (red) and upward (blue) strain sweeps of a crystal.

The arrows indicate the direction of changing strain and the letters denote

positions in the crystallization process discussed in the text. The scat-

tering patterns for different stages of crystallization are shown in the inset

photos in (a) (the arrow shows the direction of shear).
structures in comparison to that of the hard sphere glass is still

lacking. Here we present rheological measurements on hard

sphere glasses and crystals produced when the former are

submitted to large amplitude oscillatory shear. The linear and

non-linear rheological response of the glass and crystal are pro-

bed by dynamic frequency and strain sweeps and are compared

against each other at various volume fractions. Moreover, we

monitor the rheological ageing of both states, i.e. the evolution of

their linear viscoelastic properties with elapsed time after reju-

venation. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: we first

introduce the experimental details regarding samples and

measurements. Afterwards, we present and discuss our experi-

mental findings on the crystal creation, linear viscoelasticity,

details of non-linear measurements and the ageing behaviour;

finally we close with the conclusions.

Experimental details

Samples

The colloidal particles consisted of polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA) particles sterically stabilized by a thin chemically

grafted layer of poly-12-hydroxystearic acid chains suspended in

cis-decahydronaphthalene (cis-decalin) where they have been

shown to interact as hard spheres.37 For long-time ageing

experiments, particles were dissolved in octadecene to avoid

solvent evaporation. The radii, determined by light scattering,

were R¼ 267 nm in cis-decalin and R¼ 288 nm in octadecene. In

addition, a few measurements were conducted with larger

particles (R ¼ 689 nm) in cis-decalin. Both particle dispersions

had low enough polydispersities (�5%) to allow them to crys-

tallize at rest and under shear. The volume fraction for samples in

octadecene and for the larger spheres in cis-decalin where crys-

tallization was difficult to observe, was determined from random

close packing (RCP) prepared by centrifugation and set to 0.66,

according to computer simulations.38 The volume fraction of the

smaller particles in cis-decalin was determined in the coexistence

region, giving a close packing volume fraction, produced

by centrifugation, of 0.673. This difference can be attributed

to partial ordering during centrifugation of smaller particles in

cis-decalin as the particle density mismatch and thus the sedi-

mentation speed is lower.39 The rest of the concentrations were

determined by successive dilutions of the same sample batch.

Before measurement the samples were thoroughly mixed and

experiments started immediately after loading following the

rejuvenation protocol described below.

Rheology

A Rheometric Scientific stress controlled DSR Rheometer was

used for all measurements involving optical observations. At the

expense of optical feedback, a Rheometric Scientific strain

controlled ARES Rheometer was also used for any situation that

required constant strain or Peltier temperature stabilization. All

the measurements were made at a constant temperature of 20 �C

and the loading history was erased before starting measurements

by applying a low rate steady shear for about 10 s so as to destroy

any crystallization induced by loading.

Shear induced crystallization during rheological measure-

ments was followed by monitoring Bragg scattering from a laser
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008
beam impinging on the sample through transparent rheometer

tools. Measurements using parallel glass plates revealed partial

crystallization of the sample due to inhomogeneous strain and

consequently problematic interpretation of the data. To over-

come this problem, a transparent Plexiglas cone with a diameter

of 38 mm and an angle of 0.03 rad was constructed.

The scattered pattern was used to determine the amount of

crystallization as well as the type and orientation of the crystal

structure. An amorphous glass state produced a Debye–Scherrer

ring whereas a crystallized sample was revealed through Bragg

peaks; their orientation relative to the shear direction was

determined by the crystal orientation. When the sample was

semi-crystalline, a mixture of both scattering patterns could be

seen. The amount of crystallization was simply determined by

observations of the intensity of the Bragg peaks and the absence

of the amorphous ring and not any quantitative measurement of

their intensity. The streak near the beam spot seen in Fig. 1, is an

artifact of the cone which is also observed in the amorphous state.

Before the crystal was created, a Dynamic Frequency Sweep

(DFS) in the linear regime was performed on the glass in order to

determine the elastic (G0) and viscous (G00) moduli before the

onset of ageing. In order to create the crystal, a Dynamic Stress
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018 | 2009



Sweep (DSS) of increasing stress was performed until the sample

was fully crystallized. Immediately after crystal creation, the

samples were probed with a DSS of decreasing stress and

subsequently with a DFS in the linear regime so as to measure the

linear viscoelastic properties of the shear induced crystal.

Afterwards a DSS of increasing stress was also performed on

the crystal to investigate possible hysteresis phenomena. For the

ageing studies, the sample was probed in the linear regime for

a short-time every 30 min in order to minimize stress induced

ageing.

Recent work40 showed that slip and shear banding may be

observed in shear induced crystals under oscillatory shear while

steady shear microscopy measurements41 have also given some

indication of shear banding. Here, direct observation of the

sample in the cone–plate geometry using a CCD camera and

a magnifying lens revealed no evident slip or clear shear banding;

however due to the crudeness of the method the latter cannot be

totally excluded. Additionally, cones of varying material, size

and angle were used yielding the same results, again excluding the

possibility of slip in our measurements. On the other hand,

confocal imaging of similar fluorescent PMMA particles in

a refractive-index matching solvent (decalin–tetralin mixture)

has shown that particles adjacent to the glass plates were mobile

whereas in slightly mismatched samples (decalin) they appear to

stick on them due to van der Waals attractions.42 These obser-

vations corroborate with slip under steady shear seen in the

former case43 and its absence in similar measurements of non

refractive-index matched samples.44,45
Fig. 2 Dynamic strain sweeps of high volume fraction hard sphere

glasses (with R ¼ 267 nm) in cis-decalin at a frequency of 10 rad s�1 (a)

0.641, (b) 0.656. G0 is represented by solid symbols and G00 by open ones.

Two runs are shown: upward strain sweep in a glass sample (black

symbols) and downward (red) strain sweeps of a crystal. Arrows indicate

the direction of changing strain. Vertical arrows denote the critical (peak

of G00) and crossover/yielding (G0 ¼ G00) points.
Results and discussion

Crystal creation and dynamic strain sweeps

Fig. 1 and 2 show the DSS measurements of four different

volume fractions in cis-decalin in the glass regime (4 ¼ 0.610,

0.619, 0.641 and 0.656). The measurements were conducted at

a frequency of 10 rad sec�1 and plotted as a function of strain

instead of stress, since yield strain is expected to depend on

volume fraction much less than yield stress.44 The linear regime,

where the solid-like behaviour (regime a) of the glass is demon-

strated by a frequency independent G0 an order of magnitude

larger than the G00, is extended to about 1% strain amplitude.

Above this value shear thinning sets in with G0 decreasing and

G00 increasing with strain amplitude. At about 10–20% strain, G00

crosses over G0 (regime b) which is characteristic of a transition

from viscoelastic solid- to liquid-like behaviour and thus

provides a measurement of the yield strain. Moreover, in this

region Bragg spots with a characteristic sixfold pattern began to

appear, indicating the onset of crystal creation. At this point, the

Bragg spots were still faint and the underlying image of a diffuse

Debye–Scherrer ring was dominant. As the strain was increased,

the amorphous ring progressively disappeared as it was replaced

by more intense Bragg peaks. At a strain of about 100%, full

crystallization was achieved (region c) with only the high inten-

sity Bragg peaks remaining. The speed of crystal creation and its

stabilization was dependent on the amount of shearing time, so

in order to approach equilibrium at each strain measured the

number of strain points and the shearing time of each point

were large (typically 30 points per decade at 30 cycles per pointz
2010 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018
20 s). Applying higher strains (>150%) led to disruption of the

crystal structure and reappearance of the amorphous ring

(regime d). Measurements at high volume fractions would

additionally exhibit shear thickening at these high strain ampli-

tudes leading to crystal melting similar to steady shear experi-

ments.46 Thickening was more evident for the large spheres and

high frequencies, as expected,47 and was systematically avoided

hence not shown in any of the figures.

Fig. 1 and 2 also show DSS runs at decreasing strain where the

viscoelastic properties of the shear induced crystal structure were

probed. If upon increasing the strain, the crystal was breaking

when high strains were reached, on decreasing the strain, the

crystal was re-formed as verified by the intensity of the Bragg

peaks. This reformation is the origin of the sharp drop of G0 and

G00 when reducing strain seen in Fig. 1a and b. If however the

crystal did not break during strain increase, the backward sweep

probed the crystal structure in reverse as shown in Fig. 2a and b.

In all these measurements, the most obvious and interesting

finding in the linear regime was the drop in both G0 and G00 when

the glass was converted through shear into crystal. Such a drop in

the viscoelastic moduli, which could be of more than one order

of magnitude, was found to increase with volume fraction.

Performing a second increasing DSS revealed little hysteresis in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



the mechanical response of the crystal structure (see Fig. 1). At

the point where G0 and G00 of the first (glass) and third (crystal)

forward DSS begin to merge (f), the crystal structure was opti-

cally observed to start breaking. Furthermore, a mixture of

Bragg peaks and an amorphous ring was seen until the strain

reached point (d) where the crystal dissolved completely and the

Bragg peaks disappeared.

The sixfold pattern of the Bragg peaks observed in Fig. 1a

suggests that a random stacking of layers was formed with the

(111) plane parallel to the rheometer plates, analogous to

previous findings in suspensions of hard spheres1,3 and microgel

particles.22 However, in the work of Haw et al.,3 low oscillatory

strains (<50%) produced fcc crystallites with a preferred close

packed direction perpendicular to shear, while at high strains

(>50%) random hexagonal layering was observed with a close

packed direction parallel to shear in qualitative agreement with

the previous experiments by Ackerson.1 Here instead we only

distinguished Bragg patterns corresponding to random layering

with close packed direction parallel to shear. The discrepancy

probably emanates from the specific rotational cone–plate

geometry where the crystallites are constrained in such a way that

promotes growth only parallel to shear. This was verified by

conducting oscillatory tests in a sliding parallel plate shear cell48

where crystals with close packing directions both perpendicular

(at low strains) and parallel (at high strains) to shear were

observed.

It is reasonable to expect that shear induced crystallization

takes place because a crystal may be strained more easily and

exhibits less frequent particle collisions than the same volume

fraction glass.1,32 This could be the origin of the significantly

lower viscoelastic moduli of the crystal since the material

assembles into the crystal structure in an effort to ease the

imposed stress. It further corroborates with the fixed orientation

and monocrystallinity of shear induced crystals, as opposed to

the polycrystalline structures formed at rest.

Alternatively, shear induced crystallization can also be

described from an energetic point of view. Since the crystal is the

equilibrium phase, while the glass is a kinetically frustrated one,

shear may be considered as a mechanism that provides the energy

needed for the system to crystallize. With increasing strain,

entropic barriers which have trapped particles in cages are slowly

reduced and disappear,30 reminiscent of the Eyring model,49

resulting in an increased out of cage particle diffusion that allows

the particles to rearrange into an energetically preferred crystal

structure. Recent Brownian dynamics simulations and oscilla-

tory Diffusive Wave Spectroscopy (DWS) echo experiments50

indicate such increased shear induced diffusion. Even when the

barrier is reduced but not eliminated, the particles are given an

increased probability of escape from the cage that might lead to

partial crystallization. With increasing oscillation frequency, the

particles are given more opportunities to escape, which means

that the crystallization process will be more rapid, agreeing with

observations of shear induced crystallization in colloid–polymer

gels.51

In all our experiments glasses start crystallizing at a strain of

about 10%–20%, around the crossover point of G0 and G00. This

value is very close to the yield strain of the polydisperse hard

sphere glasses44,52 and could further be identified as the shear

induced analogue of the Lindemann criterion53 for hard sphere
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008
freezing. While lower strains could not induce any crystallization

even after long times (1 h), at 100% strain the glass would fully

crystallize quite fast (about one min). Moreover, for the larger

spheres shear induced crystallization progressed considerably

faster; evidently due to the reduced contribution of Brownian

motion. These findings suggest that local order is promoted by

repeated direct near neighbour interactions when (a) the yield

strain is exceeded and (b) Brownian diffusion is not fast enough

to remix particles within one period of oscillation. This is the

reason why DSS at l rad s�1 was not able to induce full crystal-

lization in small particles. Thus all DSS experiments were done at

a frequency of 10 rad s�1 at which both spheres could crystallize

easily.

For dilute suspensions the diffusion time over a distance equal

to the particle radius, R, is tB ¼ R2/6D, with D the Stokes–Ein-

stein–Sutherland diffusivity (¼ kBT/6phR) in a medium of

viscosity h. For low shear rates, _g (¼ ug0, with u the frequency),

such that the Peclet number, Pe ¼ _gtB [ 1, the intrinsic

relaxation in the system is faster than the rate at which shear

disturbs the structure and thus no crystallization is expected even

if the strain amplitude is larger than the yield strain. If however

the shear rate is sufficiently high (Pe > 1) and the strain ampli-

tude larger than the yield strain, the structure of the system may

be altered before it can relax back to equilibrium. For highly

concentrated and glassy states the particles exhibit a short-time

in-cage diffusion (similar to tB) and a long-time out of cage one

which is very slow or completely frozen. According to a dynamic

criterion at freezing the long-time diffusion coefficient is close to

10% of the short-time one.54 Relating the findings here with the

above criterion and in accordance with observations in crystal-

lizing colloid–polymer gels51 we may reasonably argue that

crystallization under oscillatory shear would take place when the

long-time diffusion becomes faster than 10% of the short-time

one. Hence, assuming that 1/tlong( _g)f 1/tlong ( _g¼ 0) + _g and for

tlong ( _g ¼ 0) [ tB and a characteristic time at crystallization,

tlong ( _g ¼ _gcr) ¼ 10tB we get: tB _gcr ¼ 0.1. For the present system

of the smaller particles in cis-decalin at g0 ¼ 20% (near the yield

strain, where the sample crystallizes) and u ¼ 10 rad s�1 we

calculate tB _g ¼ 0.093, close enough to the predicted value in

support of the above, simple, argumentation.

The crystal created could be dissolved either by applying an

oscillatory shear with a high enough strain, or by applying

a steady shear. Large oscillatory strains (>150%) led either to

shear thickening (for larger particles) or simply to the breaking of

the crystal structure. As expected, smaller particles did not shear

thicken easily except at very high volume fractions and strains

(>250%) or frequencies. In order to avoid complications stem-

ming from shear thickening whenever there was need to go over

from crystal to glass, a low rate steady shear was applied.
Linear viscoelasticity of glass and crystal

In Fig. 3 and 4 we show the linear viscoelastic data of the glass

and shear induced crystal at different volume fractions in cis-

decalin. The dynamic frequency sweeps were performed in the

linear regime with a strain of 0.5%. The frequency dependence of

crystal and glass are similar, while G0 and G00 of the crystal were

about one order of magnitude lower than those of the glass. Both

for the glass and the crystal and for all volume fractions, G0
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018 | 2011



Fig. 4 Linear viscoelastic data at high volume fraction samples in cis-

decalin: (a) 4 ¼ 0.641 and (b) 0.656 for the glass (black circles) and the

crystal (red squares). G0 is represented by solid symbols and G00 by open

ones. Added are fits to the data by the MCT theory.55
Fig. 3 Linear viscoelastic data at low volume fraction samples in cis-

decalin: (a) 4 ¼ 0.600, (b) 0.610 and (c) 0.619 for the glass (black circles)

and the crystal (red squares).G0 is represented by solid symbols andG00 by

open ones. Added are fits to the data by the MCT theory.55
exhibited a slight increase with frequency and in most cases G00

showed a minimum while the crystal systematically had a slightly

larger slope of both G0 and G00 with frequency. For the frequency

range and volume fractions measured here G00 did not show

a clear high frequency, u½, behaviour observed in similar systems

at lower volume fractions55,56 due to the Brownian contribution.

Moreover, the minimum of G00 shifts to lower frequencies when

a glassy sample crystallizes under shear, as well as when the

volume fraction decreases (see Fig. 3 and 4).

The fact that G00 rises at low frequencies indicates the existence

of a slow dissipative process which is not anticipated by ‘ideal’

glass models such as Mode Coupling Theory (MCT). Never-

theless, such additional slow relaxation modes have been seen in

a wide range of soft matter glassy systems by dynamic light

scattering.15 On the other hand, in the viscoelastic spectra the

time scale corresponding to the G00 minimum describes the

transition from a relaxation mode related to the fast in-cage

diffusion, to a slower, long-distance, out of cage motion. The

latter has been described also in terms of hopping mechanisms

thermally activated at rest.57 With this viewpoint fittings

according to mode coupling theory predictions for the linear

viscoelasticity of concentrated hard sphere suspensions55 were
2012 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018
included in Fig. 3 and 4. Assuming that the stress and density

autocorrelation functions (the latter connected to the interme-

diate scattering function in light scattering) have the same form,

the frequency dependence of the storage and loss moduli on the

liquid side were calculated:55
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Guided by our experimental data we have omitted here the

Brownian contribution term �u1/2 at high frequencies as its

addition contributed less than 1% in the frequency range

measured. Here G(x) is the gamma function, a0 ¼ 0.301, B ¼
0.963 and b0 ¼ 0.545 are parameters predicted for hard spheres,58

h
0

N is the high frequency viscosity, Gs the viscoelastic amplitude

that determines the variation of G0(u) and the magnitude ofG00 at

the minimum, while GP is the plateau value of the elastic

modulus. The time ts corresponds to the inverse frequency where

the minimum of G00 occurs and according to MCT represents the

crossover from the b to the a process rather than a characteristic
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



relaxation time,59 where the b process is related to the short-time,

in-cage relaxation and the a process to the long-time, out of cage

relaxation. In the ‘ideal’ glass however, the a process should be

frozen and thus ts should reflect the crossover towards the non-

ergodicity plateau. Nevertheless, in real systems where ultra-slow

ageing modes are observed, ts and thus the minimum of G00

describe the transition to the ultra-slow relaxation.

With the assumption that the MCT model for the linear

rheology might be used inside the glass state, the fits in Fig. 3 and

4 are primarily used to extract the characteristic time related to

the G00 minimum. Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the

crystal data can also be fitted reasonably well by the MCT

approach. This approximation might still hold since the ‘ideal’

a relaxation of MCT, active on the liquid side, is replaced by an

ultra-slow, ageing, mode which is the origin of the energy dissi-

pation at low frequencies in the glassy state.

Fig. 5a shows ts from the MCT fits as a function of the volume

fraction for the glass and shear induced crystal. In both cases, ts,
decreases with increasing volume fraction, with the time deduced

from the crystal being larger than that of the glass. Although the

minimum is not apparent in the experimental data for lower

volume fractions, using the G00 minimum as a free fit parameter

for the theory we find an increasing time scale as the volume
Fig. 5 (a) Volume fraction dependence of the crossover time, ts, cor-

responding to the minimum of G00 (MCT fits of Fig. 3 and 4) for the glass

(black circle) and shear induced crystal (red square). The line depicts the

prediction for the ts of the crystal based on the glass data according to

tcrystal ¼
D2

crystal

D2
glass

tglass. (b) Volume fraction dependence of MCT fitting

parameters Gp (solid symbols) and Gs (open symbols) for the glass

(circles) and the crystal (squares).
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fraction decreases. The values of Gp and Gs used in the MCT fits

are shown in Fig. 5b. Both increase with volume fraction as

expected from Fig. 3 and 4, while those for the crystal are lower

than for the glass.

We believe that ts is coupled with the average time a particle

needs to explore its surrounding cage. Thus, when volume frac-

tion increases, particle cages become tighter and the character-

istic time decreases. Similarly in shear induced crystals, the

average inter-particle distance increases compared to the glass of

the same volume fraction and the characteristic time is thus

larger. Assuming that the short-time diffusion coefficient corre-

sponding to motions within the cage is the same in the glass

and crystal we can estimate that tcrystal ¼
D2

crystal

D2
glass

tglass where D ¼

2R[(fm/f)
1

⁄3 � 1] is the average distance between particles and 4m

the maximum packing fraction (0.66 for the glass and 0.74 for the

crystal). The solid line shown in Fig. 5a depicts the ts estimation

for the crystal using the glass data according to the above. The

relatively good agreement with the experimental data from the

shear induced crystal supports such rationalization.

Furthermore, MCT predicts that the short-time dynamics, as

measured for example by dynamic light scattering, are similar for

the same distance from the glass transition volume fraction, 4g,

in the fluid and glass side.60 This behaviour, represented by

a sharp peak in the b relaxation time, tb, around 4g,
59 suggests

that as the volume fraction is increased inside the glass state the

minimum of G00 would shift towards higher frequencies in

agreement with our experimental findings. Note, however, that

the MCT predictions do not take into account hydrodynamic

interactions which slow down particle motion at high 4. Never-

theless, an increase in ts below 4 ¼ 0.58 was not evident in our

samples probably due to low torque conditions hampering

accurate measurements of G00.

Elastic modulus of glass and crystal: volume fraction dependence

Fig. 6 shows the elastic modulus, G0, of the glass and shear

induced crystal against volume fraction for samples in cis-decalin

and octadecene. G0 values were taken at a frequency of 1 rad s�1

and normalized with sphere size and thermal energy. A reason-

ably good agreement of G0 data is observed in the two solvents

for both the glass and the crystal. As shown in Fig. 3 and 4 and in

agreement with Gp and Gs of the MCT analysis (Fig. 5b), G0 of

the crystal acquires both smaller absolute values and a weaker

volume fraction dependence compared to the glass. The basic

finding that G0 of the crystal is lower than that of the glass at the

same volume fraction is in accordance with density functional

calculations61 where the shear modulus of a glass with random

closing packing of 0.66 was found to be larger than that of an fcc

crystal for all shear directions.

Fig. 6 includes predictions for the elastic modulus in a hard

sphere fcc crystal according to a weighted-density-functional

theory62 and molecular dynamics simulations63 for the (111)

plane in the velocity–vorticity plane and the close packed direc-

tion parallel to shear. In both cases the theoretical curves do not

agree well with the experimental ones; however they are of the

same order of magnitude for volume fractions around 60%. It is

interesting to note that the prediction of the activated hoping

MCT model57 for an exponential volume fraction dependence in
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018 | 2013



Fig. 7 The normalized G0 at u ¼ 1 rad s�1 for the glass and the shear

induced crystals in cis-decalin and octadecene as a function of the inverse

free volume. Maximum packing is 0.66 (RCP) for the glass and 0.74 for

the fcc crystal. The lines represent the corresponding predictions from

simulations and density functional theory for the crystal and the acti-

vated hopping MCT model for the glass as indicated.

Fig. 6 Volume fraction dependence of the normalizedG0 at u¼ 1 rad s�1

for the glass and the shear induced crystals in cis-decalin and octadecene

as indicated. The lines represent the corresponding predictions from

simulations and density functional theory for the crystal and the acti-

vated hopping MCT model for the glass. Crystal predictions correspond

to the elastic constant C0
44 for shear with the velocity–vorticity plane

parallel to (111), derived from the independent elastic constants of the

primitive fcc cell according to ref. 62 and 63, C0
44 ¼ (C11 � C12 + C44)/3.
a hard sphere glass yields larger values than the crystal but with

similar slope, whereas the experimental data show a steeper

increase (Fig. 6). Thus, it seems that an accurate theoretical

description of the elastic modulus of hard sphere glasses is still

lacking.

However, it is still intriguing that the shear induced crystal has

weaker elastic and viscous moduli than the glass, since intuitively

it might be expected that stronger long range order would

promote solid-like behaviour and increase the elastic modulus.

We believe though that the determining quantity is not the

absolute volume fraction which in both states is the same, but

rather the distance from the maximum close packing which is

different, as stated for the viscosity by the Krieger–Dougherty

equation.49 To investigate this dependence we plotted G0 and G00

for both systems as a function of the average free volume

available around a particle. Hence, Fig. 7 shows the viscoelastic

moduli as a function of the inverse distance of the volume frac-

tion from the maximum packing fraction 1/4free ¼ 1/(4m � 4).

For a glass, the maximum packing fraction is the random close

packing of 4m ¼ 0.66 whereas for the crystal 0.74 is the fcc

maximum packing. Then the situation is qualitatively reversed:

Fig. 7 reveals that G0 of the crystal is larger than that of the glass

for the same distance from maximum packing. As stated before

this is to be expected when comparing an ordered structure with

an amorphous one, nevertheless these experiments clarify that

such intuitive expectation holds only at the same average free

volume rather than at the absolute one. Along the same line we

prepared a polycrystalline sample at rest, inside the plates of the

rheometer, at 4¼ 0.55. Linear viscoelastic measurements of such

polycrystalline samples yielded a higherG0 compared to the shear

aligned one. This finding reflects the different values of the elastic

modulus in different shear directions as predicted by simulations
2014 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018
and theory.62,63 Polycrystalline samples with a random orienta-

tion of crystallites have a higher G0 than those aligned or formed

by shear but lower than a completely amorphous glass sample.

A way of characterising inter-particle interactions is to fit the

G0 data with a power law22 of the form G0�4m. Measurements of

the glass samples in cis-decalin yield an exponent of mdec ¼ 48

while in octadecene moct ¼ 42 in agreement with our previous

experiments with similar PMMA particles.45 Note however that

these exponents are slightly dependent on the frequency. The

fitting parameter Gp (Fig. 5) follows a similar strong volume

fraction dependence. Systems with softer interactions are known

to exhibit weaker exponents in the range of m ¼ 4–7.64,65 On the

other hand, as stated above, the volume fraction dependence of

G0 (andG00) for the crystal is weaker than that of the glass (Fig. 6).

For both samples the power law exponent for the crystal is

approximately half of that for the glass. They coincide however if

the frequency at which the glass sample is probed is around

200 rad s�1 (keeping that for the crystal at 1 rad s�1). The high

frequency modulus GN, which is directly related to the inter-

particle potential,22 should be identical in both crystal and glass.

To this end, it might be interesting to note that crystals and

glasses display similar high frequency phonon dispersions, as

measured by Brillouin light scattering66 suggesting that although

the macroscopic elastic low frequency response is clearly affected

by long range order, the high frequency one seems to be domi-

nated only by the local order at the level of the first neighbours.
Crystal and glass critical strain

Fig. 8 shows the volume fraction dependence of the critical strain

(determined at the maximum of G00) and the crossover strain

(defined at the G0 ¼ G00 point) as deduced from the DSS data in

cis-decalin at a frequency of 10 rad s�1 (Fig. 1 and 2). The critical
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



Fig. 8 The volume fraction dependence of (a) the critical strain for the

glass (solid circle) and the crystal (open circle) and (b) the crossover strain

for the glass (solid circle) and the crystal (open circle). The points were

taken fromDSS at u¼ 10 rad s�1 as shown in Fig. 2. The dotted and solid

lines in (a) represent the simple predictions for the maximum strain that

may be accommodated before particles start hitting each other for a static

and a sheared cage respectively, using 4m ¼ 0.66.
strain is the point where the systemmanifests a maximum viscous

response (G00) while the crossover strain is the point above which

viscous behaviour dominates over the elastic one and strong

irreversible rearrangements begin to occur. The former signifies

the point of maximum energy dissipation associated with struc-

tural changes while the latter often is used to define the yield

strain.

Fig. 1 and 2 reveal a broader G00 peak for the glass samples

compared to that in the shear induced crystal. This effect might

be related to the process of crystal formation during a progres-

sive increase of the strain amplitude in a DSS experiment. In this

sense, the broadness of the G00 peak reflects the existence of two

interrelated, but not identical, dissipation mechanisms; crystal-

lization and yielding. The latter naturally promotes the former,

although partial crystallization would also facilitate easier flow in

the sheared sample. Furthermore, in shear induced crystals the

G00 peak coincides with the G0–G00 overlap whereas for glass

samples in general the peak occurs at strains below the G0–G00

overlap supporting the idea of interconnected yielding and

crystallization mechanisms. In comparison, experiments on

polydisperse hard and soft sphere glasses, where no crystalliza-

tion is observed under shear, show simpler dynamic strain sweeps

where the peak of G00 superimposes with the G0–G00 overlap.64,67
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008
The critical strain for both the glass and the crystal drops with

increasing volume fraction as seen in Fig. 8a. We may attribute

such behaviour to the decreasing inter-particle distance with

increasing volume fraction that leads to a lower strain at which

particles would start colliding with each other, enhancing energy

dissipation. The critical strain for the crystal does not drop as fast

as that in the glass due to the larger distance from maximum

crystal packing (0.74) as opposed to random close packing (0.66).

The idea that the maximum energy dissipation would be

achieved at the strain amplitude where particles would start

colliding with their neighbours may lead to simple calculation of

a critical strain that decreases with increasing volume fraction

and becomes zero at maximum packing. Calculating the volume

fraction dependence of the average inter-particle distance yields

a strain of 1�
� f

fm

�1
3

, which is apparently rather low compared

to experimental data.44 However, a more careful calculation of

the maximum strain that may be accommodated in a sheared

suspension before a particle comes into contact with its

surrounding cage (which under shear is forming an

ellipsoid elongated along the shear direction) gives68

gmax ¼
4
h�

fm

f

�2
3 �

�
fm

f

�1
3

i

2
�
fm

f

�1
3 � 1

. These simple calculations (Fig. 8a)

suggest that shear induced particle collisions may well be the

origin of theG00 peak in concentrated suspensions of hard spheres.

Such collisions would also be related in the present system with

shear induced crystallization.

The glass seems to generally have a higher crossover strain

than the crystal (Fig. 8b), exhibiting a clear peak in agreement

with our previous rheological and DWS-echo measurements44,48

in non-crystallizing polydisperse hard sphere glasses. For a glass

the crossover strain defines the onset of melting accompanied by

large scale irreversible particle rearrangements and the ‘breaking’

of cages. Moreover, we have shown52 that the yield strain

determined from creep and recovery measurements, as the

maximum recovered strain after stress removal, is also showing

a maximum with volume fraction in agreement with the behav-

iour of the crossover strain observed here. For a crystal, the

crossover strain is again accompanied by irreversible rearrange-

ments and the point were the crystal flows due to slipping crystal

layers.1 The reason that the crystal generally has a lower cross-

over strain than the glass is probably because the slipping layers

make it easier for a crystal to actually start flowing.

The maximum in the yield strain is the result of two competing

mechanisms. In the glass state, as the volume fraction decreases,

the cages loosen up and the yield strain starts decreasing until the

system becomes a liquid where it goes to zero. On the other hand,

as 4 increases towards maximum close packing, tighter cages are

formed that lower the yield strain and thus make the material

more brittle. Activated hopping MCT predictions for the yield

strain of hard sphere glasses57 qualitatively agree with our

experimental data. The crossover strain for the shear induced

crystal is less sensitive to volume fraction (Fig. 8b and 9b). This

might be related to the increased free volume available for each

particle due to larger distance from maximum packing or to

distinct hydrodynamic interactions in the ordered system. The

detailed physical mechanism of such a discrepancy, as with the
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018 | 2015



Fig. 9 (a) The critical strain for the glass (solid circle) and the crystal

(open circle) and (b) the crossover strain for the glass (solid circle) and the

crystal (open circle) as a function of the inverse available free volume.

Maximum packing is 0.66 (RCP) for the glass and 0.74 for the fcc crystal.

The solid line in (b) suggests that the initial increase of gcross up to its

maximum follows a power law behaviour common for both the glass and

the crystal.

Fig. 10 The waiting time dependence of G0 for glasses (solid symbols)

and shear induced crystals (open symbols) at three different volume

fractions for the small spheres in octadecene: 4 ¼ 0.656 (squares), 0.641

(triangles) and 0.631 (circles) in a semi-logarithmic plot. The solid lines

denote the logarithmic increase. Measurements were conducted every

30 min for a short-time in order to minimize stresses in the sample. Points

are taken at a frequency of 10 rad s�1 at 0.5% strain (linear regime).
other specific differences in the flow and yielding of the glass and

the shear induced crystal, is still unclear and calls for a compre-

hensive theoretical description.

Fig. 9 shows the crossover and critical strains as a function of

the inverse free volume available. For both the glass and the

crystal the critical strain drops with increasing volume fraction

(decreasing 4free), however, now it is clear that the drop is larger

for the glass due to the closer proximity to random close packing.

It is also worth noting that the crossover strain plotted against

the inverse free volume exhibits, interestingly, a common

power law increase (solid line in Fig. 8b) for both the glass and

the crystal until the maximum yield strain. This might be an

indication of a common mechanism underlying the initial

increase of gcross.
Ageing of the glass and crystal

Finally, we discuss the evolution of the viscoelastic moduli with

waiting time (ageing). Fig. 10 depicts the time dependence of G0

for glass samples of different volume fractions together with

those of the respective shear induced crystals. In order to exclude

evaporation and sedimentation effects during the long periods of

measurements the smaller particles in octadecene were used.
2016 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 2008–2018
Zero time is defined by shear rejuvenation in the case of the glass

and the time at which crystallization was fully evolved for shear

induced crystals. Even though continuous measurements showed

minimal effects, to avoid a possible stress induced ageing, each

data point in Fig. 10 was measured for a relatively short-time

every 30 min.

The glass sample exhibits rheological ageing with increasing

G0 versus the elapsed time from rejuvenation. More specificallyG0

measured in the linear regime (g0 ¼ 1%) at 10 rad s�1 is found to

increase logarithmically for about ten hours with strong fluctu-

ations observed after that. Higher volume fractions show

a stronger increase in G0, with a larger slope in the semi-loga-

rithmic plot. At the same time G00, after an initial drop as a result

of rejuvenation (typically <100 s), also increases with a smaller

slope (not shown). Similar evolution of the linear viscoelastic

properties with age have been observed in colloidal pastes,16

attractive colloidal gels69 and industrial systems such as clays.70

Although the detailed mechanism of ageing in glassy systems is

currently the subject of a number of theoretical studies13,16,71 the

general physical picture arising is that of a progressive evolution

of the system towards deeper minima of an energy landscape.

This slow drift into deeper metastable states might be driven by

thermal motion, mechanical perturbation or other external

disturbances such as temperature fluctuations. In the metastable

glass state particles do not have enough thermal energy to

overcome the entropic barriers in order to evolve towards the

energetically preferable crystal structure. Shearing causes energy

barriers to drop allowing particles to rearrange into an ordered

structure. Hence, hard sphere crystals might, ideally, be expected

to show no ageing as opposed to the same volume fraction glass.

It should be mentioned that for shear induced crystal left at

rest for long periods of time (>10 h) Bragg peaks seemed to be

stable suggesting that once formed the crystal keeps its structural
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



integrity and does not dissolve. However, when it was rheologi-

cally probed by small amplitude oscillations, a similar rheolog-

ical ageing to that of the glass was observed (Fig. 10). This

contradicts the existence of a thermodynamically stable crystal

phase and implies that perhaps the shear induced crystal is not

identical to the equilibrium crystal at rest due to the rotational

cone–plate geometry. Thus, after cessation of large amplitude

oscillatory shear, we believe that the crystal slowly evolves

towards the preferred non-rotational fcc structure, similar to

how hard spheres rearrange from random hcp crystallites to pure

fcc at rest.11 The latter does not necessarily have the close packed

direction aligned with shear and since theory62 and simulations63

suggest that other orientations have higher elastic constants,

this could explain the observed increase with waiting time. In

summary, it seems that crystal ages, but there still remains an

open question on the effect of the geometry. To this end,

simultaneous microscopy and rheology should be able to clarify

this issue.

In addition, a correlation between small changes in measured

temperature (� 0.1 �C) and ageing was observed. Strong fluc-

tuations of G0 in both the glass and the crystal were correlated

with small temperature fluctuations inducing stresses in the

sample or shearing flow as observed recently in other soft matter

glasses.72 Such effects may result in over- or under-ageing of the

sample. Experiments with a Peltier temperature stabilizing

system (� 0.01 �C) instead of the standard bath minimized these

fluctuations which however were still present although somewhat

lower in frequency and magnitude, thus supporting the idea

that temperature fluctuations are not the cause of ageing itself

but rather of the erratic G0 and G00 fluctuations.
Conclusions

We have shown that hard sphere colloidal glasses crystallize

under oscillatory shear at strain amplitudes above the yield strain

(about 10–15%). The viscoelastic moduli of the shear induced

crystals were found to be significantly lower than those of the

glass at the same volume fraction. We argue that this results from

a mechanism that reduces stresses in the sheared material. The

storage and loss moduli of the crystal exhibit a weaker increase

with volume fraction compared to the glass. When, however, G0

and G00 are plotted as a function of the inverse free volume,

taking into account the distance from maximum packing in each

state, the crystal is found to have a larger G0 than the glass at the

same free volume signifying the effects of long range order in

strengthening the solid-like character of the sample.

The linear viscoelastic data of both the glass and crystal may

be fitted quite well by MCT predictions, yielding in both states

a characteristic crossover time (determined at the minimum of

G00) that decreases as the volume fraction increases due to

a progressively tighter cage. This crossover time is longer in the

crystal due to a larger, on average, free volume available to

a particle compared to the glass of the same volume fraction. We

also found that the crossover strain of the glass is generally

higher than its crystal counterpart at the same volume fraction

probably due to slipping layers that may allow easier yielding.

Additionally, both the yield and crossover strain of the crystal

structure are less affected by volume fraction compared to the

glass due to larger distance from maximum crystal packing.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008
Finally, contrary to intuition, shear induced crystals seem to

age rheologically much like the glass itself indicating that the

initial crystal formed in the cone–plate geometry is not in

a thermodynamic equilibrium.
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